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QUESTION 1

The firm\\'s CISO has been working with the Chief Procurement Officer (CPO) and the Senior Project Manager (SPM)
on soliciting bids for a series of HIPS and NIPS products for a major installation in the firm\\'s new Hong Kong office.
After reviewing RFQs received from three vendors, the CPO and the SPM have not gained any real data regarding the
specifications about any of the solutions and want that data before the procurement continues. Which of the following
will the CPO and SPM have the CISO do at this point to get back on track in this procurement process? 

A. Ask the three submitting vendors for a full blown RFP so that the CPO and SPM can move to the next step. 

B. Contact the three submitting vendor firms and have them submit supporting RFIs to provide more detailed
information about their product solutions. 

C. Provide the CPO and the SPM a personalized summary from what the CISO knows about these three submitting
vendors. 

D. Inform the three submitting vendors that there quotes are null and void at this time and that they are disqualified
based upon their RFQs. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

The Chief Technology Officer (CTO) has decided that servers in the company datacenter should be virtualized to
conserve physical space. The risk assurance officer is concerned that the project team in charge of virtualizing servers
plans to 

co-mingle many guest operating systems with different security requirements to speed up the rollout and reduce the
number of host operating systems or hypervisors required. 

Which of the following BEST describes the risk assurance officer\\'s concerns? 

A. Co-mingling guest operating system with different security requirements allows guest OS privilege elevation to occur
within the guest OS via shared memory allocation with the host OS. 

B. Co-mingling of guest operating systems with different security requirements increases the risk of data loss if the
hypervisor fails. 

C. A weakly protected guest OS combined with a host OS exploit increases the chance of a successful VMEscape
attack being executed, compromising the hypervisor and other guest OS. 

D. A weakly protected host OS will allow the hypervisor to become corrupted resulting in data throughput performance
issues. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

The security administrator of a small private firm is researching and putting together a proposal to purchase an IPS to
replace an existing IDS. A specific brand and model has been selected, but the security administrator needs to gather
various cost information for that product. Which of the following documents would perform a cost analysis report and
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include information such as payment terms? 

A. RFI 

B. RTO 

C. RFQ 

D. RFC 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Three companies want to allow their employees to seamlessly connect to each other\\'s wireless corporate networks
while keeping one consistent wireless client configuration. Each company wants to maintain its own authentication
infrastructure and wants to ensure that an employee who is visiting the other two companies is authenticated by the
home office when connecting to the other companies\\' wireless network. All three companies have agreed to
standardize on 802.1x EAP- PEAP-MSCHAPv2 for client configuration. Which of the following should the three
companies implement? 

A. The three companies should agree on a single SSID and configure a hierarchical RADIUS system which implements
trust delegation. 

B. The three companies should implement federated authentication through Shibboleth connected to an LDAP backend
and agree on a single SSID. 

C. The three companies should implement a central portal-based single sign-on and agree to use the same CA when
issuing client certificates. 

D. All three companies should use the same wireless vendor to facilitate the use of a shared cloud based wireless
controller. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

There has been a recent security breach which has led to the release of sensitive customer information. As part of
improving security and reducing the disclosure of customer data, a training company has been employed to educate
staff. Which of the following should be the primary focus of the privacy compliance training program? 

A. Explain how customer data is gathered, used, disclosed, and managed. 

B. Remind staff of the company\\'s data handling policy and have staff sign an NDA. 

C. Focus on explaining the "how" and "why" customer data is being collected. 

D. Republish the data classification and the confidentiality policy. 

Correct Answer: A 
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